All your needs and intentions will be remembered in our Corpus Christi Novena of Masses at Cor Jesu Monastery from June 15 - 23rd, 2019. Please send us your prayer requests on the enclosed slip.

A visit by the Icon Our Lady Help of Persecuted Christians - very timely for the epoch in which we find ourselves. Pray for our brothers and sisters around the world who have no religious freedom or peace.

A very muddy Holston river after record breaking February rains
MARY MOTHER OF PRIESTS GARDEN PHASE I BEGINS!
The ceremonial groundbreaking took place last August 12th. We are happy to announce we have begun Phase I preparations for the initial garden.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO LEARN HOW TO PARTICIPATE AND SPONSOR A PRIEST'S NAME IN TRIBUTE:
NUNSFORPRIESTS.ORG

HILLTOP CROSS TRANSFORMATION

The top of this hill has been a favorite spot for prayerfully enjoying the surrounding hills and countryside. Now it will become a place of prayer keeping our priests in mind by name even as we thank God for the beauty of Tennessee but even more so for the great beauty of their vocation as other Christs.

We unpacked a favorite Marian statue for Mary’s month and crowned her with flowers as well as using this photo, taken by Deacon Scott Maentz, to grace the cover of the Mary Mother of Priests Garden brochure.

20+ TONS OF STONE
Knights of Columbus Jimmy Dee, Ron Henry, Doug Kiser, and Michael Wrinkle provided lots of elbow grease to lay the foundation of the Phase I garden (literally over 20 tons of it!). The first 15 tons were moved by shovel and wheelbarrow before they resorted to a tractor. Thank you for the hard labor of love for our priests!
Easter Vigil at Holy Trinity Parish gave us the honor of witnessing Darryl enter into full communion with the Church and receive Jesus for the first time with his family.

To chew or not to chew... that is the question...

**Greetings Fellow Squirrel Warriors!**

Our dear little tree darlings, after having what appears to be a squirrel-moot at our barn, have embarked on a multi-pronged attack on three separate buildings in their quest to file down their tiny sharp teeth. Thank you to all who have armed us for the battle of breaking their habit of daily substantial fiber consumption using our houses. We pray they will soon notice the plethora of trees about the area to choose from and wane in their addiction to pressure treated white pine lumber. They (and their long eared friends) are equal opportunity eaters and now the flowers are under assault too.